
I’ll give you an overview of financial results for the first half of fiscal year 2017 
and topics of each business, mainly Shopping Complex Business. 



Page 2 shows a summary.



Let me begin with consolidated results.



For the first half of fiscal year 2017, revenue and profit decreased year on year 
mainly due to a decrease in the number of stores in Shopping Complex 
Business, our main business.  But operating profit and profit exceeded forecasts.

Operating revenue was 45 billion 230 million yen, down 1 billion 938 million yen 
due to downward trend of sales caused by sluggish sales of clothing of PARCO, 
temporary closure of Shibuya PARCO, closure of Chiba PARCO and others.

Operating profit was 6 billion 666 million yen, down 3 billion 49 million yen as a 
result of the sale of real estate in connection with the reconstruction of Shibuya 
PARCO in the previous year.  However, operating profit was 766 million yen 
higher than forecast. 

Profit attributable to owners of parent was down to 4 billion 469 million yen, but 
was 669 million yen higher than forecast.



As you see in the graph on the bottom, as for year on year change in operating 
profit, 2 billion 950 million yen from Shibuya shown on the far right was the 
biggest factor.  As for change from forecasts, an increase in other revenue due 
to reversal of impairment loss on closure of Otsu PARCO and a decrease in 
other expenses were significant. 



Total assets stood at 260 billion 803 million yen, up 11 billion 997 million yen 
from the end of fiscal year 2016 mainly due to an increase in cash and deposits 
as a result of posting value of planned acquisition of floor area and value of 
planned sales of floor area associated with redevelopment of Shibuya.
The point is that total assets increased significantly because of value of planned 
sales of floor area for redevelopment of Shibuya.  when the impact is excluded, 
an increase in total assets was about 900 million yen.  
Net assets stood at 123 billion 842 million yen, up 3 billion 242 million yen.  
Market price-based equity ratio was 47.5%.  
Interest-bearing debt was down 10 billion 496 million yen. 



In consolidated results by segment, revenue was up in Retail Business but profit 
was down in all the segments.
In Retail Business of NEUVE A, due to sound performance in ROSEMARY 
business mainly including cosmetics and EYEWEAR business, business of 
eyeglasses and challenging operating environment in mainstay TiCTAC 
business, watches business, revenue was up but profit was down.
Revenue and profit of PARCO SPACE SYSTEMS decreased in the first half, 
following large-scale tenant interior work orders for SENDAI PARCO 2 received 
in the previous year.  However, results exceeded forecasts due to orders for 
external shopping complexes in interior work and display businesses and 
several new projects in hotel business.
As for Other Business, in PARCO Digital Marketing, although revenue was down 
due to withdrawal from human resources business, profit was up due to 
acquisition of new client projects and others. 
However, in another business, Entertainment Business of PARCO, profit was 
down mainly due to closure of PARCO theater.  Consequently, in Other 
Business, profit was negative in total. 



Consolidated selling, general and administrative expenses were 9 billion 424 
million yen, up 280 million yen year on year.  Although expenses were reduced 
at existing stores of PARCO, lease and rental and depreciation associated with 
opening, closing and renovation of stores of NEUVE A increased and taxes and 
dues increased because of changes in size-based business tax rate.
Capex was 5 billion 205 million yen, down 5 billion 484 million yen mainly due to 
investments pertaining to Sendai PARCO 2 and the reconstruction of Shibuya 
PARCO in the previous year. 



As is the case with consolidated results, in non-consolidated results, profit 
exceeded forecasts despite year on year decrease in revenue.
Operating revenue was 27 billion 828 million yen, down 2 billion 148 million yen 
due to temporary closure of Shibuya PARCO, closure of Chiba PARCO and 
others.
Operating profit was 13.9% or 798 million yen higher than forecast.  
Profit was 17.2% or 686 million yen higher than forecast.



For full-year forecasts for fiscal year 2017, we revised consolidated forecasts 
slightly, to 94 billion yen in operating revenue, 11.6 billion yen in operating profit 
and 7.5 billion yen in profit.
For dividend, interim dividend was set at 11 yen per share and annual dividend 
is expected to be 23 yen per share.



Let me move on to topics of Shopping Complex Business. 



This page shows a map.  In development plans, the other day, in September, we 
decided new PARCO store opening in the North Building of Daimaru Shinsaibashi.  
At present, 8 development plans are in progress in total.



One PARCO store and one ZERO GATE store are scheduled to open in fiscal 
year 2017.  
In a press conference of Ueno Frontier Tower held the other day, we announced 
opening of PARCO_ya, a new type of PARCO store scheduled for November 
4th.  
It will be the first new PARCO store opening in new area in the 23 wards of 
Tokyo in 44 years since opening of Shibuya PARCO in 1973. 
There will be office spaces and cinemas on the upper floors and department 
store and parking lot next door.  In such an environment, we are selecting 
tenants which will meet needs of similar customer targets.
In addition, Kyoto ZERO GATE will open in the second half.  It will open in the 
area adjacent to Daimaru Kyoto and will be the first opening of a retail facility in 
Kyoto as PARCO group.



Other development projects are also progressing steadily as you see in this table.



We announced new store opening planned in the North Building of Daimaru 
Shinsaibashi.  Opening is set for spring of 2021.  We plan to open PARCO store 
in Shinsaibashi, a highly popular commercial area attracting many inbound 
tourists.  
Former Shinsaibashi PARCO was revitalized as Shinsaibashi ZERO GATE.  
After that, we will open PARCO store for the first time or reopen PARCO store in 
the adjacent area in Osaka with no current PARCO presence.  
Including this store in Shinsaibashi, 8 development plans were already decided 
and are currently underway out of 12 target development plans. 



This page is for store renovations.

In the first half, we renovated area of approximately 18 thousand square meters.  
Renovation zone transaction volume increased 27.5% year on year, showing 
double digit growth.  

I will mention topics so that you can understand easily characteristics of 
renovations of urban stores.  

Centered on time consumption and under the theme of upper floors, new-age 
hostel,”BOOK AND BED TOKYO” opened at Fukuoka PARCO in April.  In 
addition, we decided to introduce so-called share office in December this year.  

In this way, we are working on a theme of reinforcement of store brand to meet 
market needs by focusing on time consumption and consumption by couples 



In community stores, we restructure tenant composition to focus on key tenants 
with high capacity to attract customers.  I will give you easy-to-understand 
topics.  
The basement floors of Buildings A and B opened after renovation at 
Tsudanuma PARCO on October 5th.  Food-zone and food-related household 
goods shops were introduced to the basement floors.  
We will renovate each store on the food floor and open food zone to meet further 
local demand at Urawa PARCO in November.



As for inbound business in PARCO Stores Business, as I mentioned many 
times, at PARCO, we just have to check purchases by foreign-issued credit 
cards and Unionpay card.  Share of transaction volume accounted for by those 
cards increased steadily.  
As pre-arrival approaches, we secure information pathways used abroad and 
disseminate information effectively with the use of videos and social media so 
that inbound tourists will come to PARCO stores with purpose when they come 
to Japan.  
We are also reinforcing store guidance by utilizing ICT.



We are currently working hard on customer service and tenant support with the 
use of ICT.  As one of the initiatives, we are advancing and evolving individual 
customer relations strategies through technology.  
Secondly, we are enhancing not only shop sales but also operating efficiency by 
expanding Kaeru PARCO functionality of reserve and purchase.  We are 
promoting tenants’ customer services before customers come to stores.  
Thirdly, we are also actively deploying robot technology to revitalize and 
optimize shop operations.  
In any case, we intend to reinforce and expand our initiatives by utilizing ICT in 
proof-of-concept testing on the real stage of PARCO through tie up with partners 
with the most advanced technologies. 



Next, let me move on to promotion development.  In PARCO Store Business, we 
are demonstrating capability to develop productions through collaborations and 
full use of generationally relevant content including collaborations with museum 
exhibitions or films at PARCO’s promotional events.  
In the first half, PARCO planned an exhibition entitled “Tokyo Creators’ File 
Festival” presented by a celebrity named Robert Akiyama.  It became a record-
setting hit and contributed significantly to PARCO stores as it attracted many 
customers.  
We also collaborated with the movie, “DESPICABLE ME 3” at PARCO’s summer 
Grand Bazar and implemented advertising tie-ups and limited-time collaboration 
cafes at PARCO stores.  They were highly appreciated.  Besides, we opened 
merchandise shops, which caused a buzz and showed successful results.  
So far, through tie-up with LEGO, we held WORLD HERITAGE EXHIBIT BUILT 
WITH LEGO BRICK every year.  An art museum in Ueno designed by Le 
Corbusier was registered as a World Heritage Site.  
So in promotional events on Parco_ya opening scheduled for November, we will 
hold joint exhibitions at Matsuzakaya Ueno by adding a model of Le Corbusier 
building as an extension to exhibitions we held so far.  
In addition, an exhibition entitled “Van Gogh & Japan” will be held at Tokyo 
Metropolitan Art Museum located in Ueno.  We will tie up with the museum and 
show PARCO-distributed films at cinema complexes.  In this way, we are 
currently collaborating with local communities by linking promotions.



Lastly, we added a description of PARCO Group Related Businesses including 
NEUVE A, PARCO SPACE SYSTEMS and Entertainment Business.



In Retail Business of NEUVE A, due to sound performance in ROSEMARY 
business mainly including cosmetics and EYEWEAR business, business of 
eyeglasses and challenging operating environment in mainstay TiCTAC 
business, watches business, revenue was up but profit was down.
Revenue and profit of PARCO SPACE SYSTEMS decreased in the first half, 
following large-scale tenant interior work orders for SENDAI PARCO 2 received 
in the previous year.  However, results exceeded forecasts due to orders for 
external shopping complexes in interior work and display businesses and 
several new projects in hotel business.



As for Other Business, in PARCO Digital Marketing, although revenue was down 
due to withdrawal from human resources business, profit was up due to 
acquisition of new client projects and others. 
However, in another business, Entertainment Business of PARCO, profit was 
down mainly due to closure of PARCO theater.




